<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events @ A Glance</th>
<th>Programme is subject to change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 1 March, Wednesday

**Exhibitor Exclusive / Industry Insights: The Aviation Landscape**
- 9AM
  - An up-to-date address on Singapore’s industry, with opportunity for a dynamic dialogue, this gathering will be valuable for your subsequent interactions with trade visitors.

**Networking Breakfast**
- 9.45AM

### ISEA Exhibition
**IASEA Exhibition**
- 10AM – 5PM

#### Conference Main Stage
- **Gate 1**
  - [Global Perspective by ADP International](#)
    - 10.30AM
  - [Exclusive – An Asia Pacific Outlook: Trends and Forecasts of the APAC Industry Based on Exclusive Statistics and Analysis](#)
    - 11AM
  - [In Conversation with Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS)](#)
    - 11.30AM
  - [Recovering from the Pandemic: Opportunities within the Airport Ecosystem as Traffic in APAC Returns & Growth Resumes](#)
    - 2PM
  - [Future Terminals: What Will it Look Like & What are the Opportunities for Suppliers?](#)
    - 2.45PM
  - [The Technology Advantage: Identifying and Implementing Suitable Technology to Improve Airport Sustainability](#)
    - 3.30PM
  - [Rising Southeast Asia: Airports with Big Ambitions](#)
    - 4.15PM

#### Innovation Theatre
- **Gate 2**
  - [Intelligent Power Management](#)
    - 11AM
  - [Groupe ADP Airport Services](#)
    - 11.45AM
  - [Aircraft Maintenance Platforms](#)
    - 2PM
  - [Fleet Management and Optimization](#)
    - 2.45PM
  - [Collision Avoidance Solution for GSE](#)
    - 3.30PM
  - [Lidar Based People Flow Monitoring Software Solutions for Airports](#)
    - 4.15PM

### 2 March, Thursday

**IASEA Exhibition**
- 10AM – 5PM

#### Conference Main Stage
- **Gate 1**
  - [Exclusive Report – Data Analytics at the Heart of Airport Planning](#)
    - Complimentary for Delegates: Aviation Data and Insights Report / 10.30AM
  - [At the Forefront of Innovation](#)
    - 11AM
  - [Kansai International Airport (KIX): Revamping to Meet the Needs of Inbound Tourism](#)
    - 11.30AM
  - [Back to Basics: Getting Ahead of the Surge](#)
    - 2PM
  - [Spotlight on the Environment: Sustainability, Carbon Net Zero & Eco-Airports](#)
    - 2.45PM
  - [Spotlight on India: Massive Airport Development Underway](#)
    - 3.30PM
  - [Spotlight on China: The World’s Biggest Market](#)
    - 4.30PM

#### Innovation Theatre
- **Gate 2**
  - [Planning for a Sustainable Future with Software from Transoft Solutions](#)
    - 11AM
  - [Earth Fault Search System for AGL Circuits by GRP](#)
    - 11.45AM
  - [SPX ATON Brand](#)
    - Company Overview, Self-Contained Solar Lighting Installation Project Highlights / 2PM
  - [Lighting the Way to a Green, Smart and Safe Airfield](#)
    - 2.45PM
  - [Telematics](#)
    - 3.30PM

### 3 March, Friday

**IASEA Exhibition**
- 10AM – 5PM

#### Conference Main Stage
- **Gate 1**
  - [The Big List Updated: Airport Projects & Related Opportunities Across Asia Pacific + Q&A](#)
    - Inter Airport 2023 Wrap-Up Aviation / 10.30AM